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Just as it was when the first draft of this plan 
was published two years ago, the social media 
landscape is an ever-changing environment 
with excellent opportunities for 
communicating with existing customers and 
creating new brand awareness. 

The following plan is an update from the 
strategies first outlined in 2014. This plan 
outlines our intent to take advantage of new 
technologies and channels, while eschewing 
channels that are no longer favored by users. 
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* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and creative ways 
to incorporate brand new or established social media channels into Mt. 
Hood Territory’s overall marketing and PR strategies. Monitor 
competitors’ social media sites to help accomplish this task.

*       Continue integrated marketing efforts and co-op opportunities; 
attend regular conference calls with marketing agency and including 

campaign messages, contests, videos and photos across social 
channels. Maintain editorial oversight of Mt. Hood Territory-branded 
co-op messaging to ensure it is consistent with brand standards.

* Work with in-house staff to make sure consumer-ready initiatives are 
incorporated into the social media content calendar and are promoted 
through appropriate social media channels. This includes key messages 
and niche interests outlined in The Territory’s 5-Year Strategic Plan and 
its annual priorities.

* Help local partners promote their events and offers.

* Ensure messaging highlights our three pillars: Outdoor 
Recreation, Heritage/Culture and Agritourism. Also ensure messaging 

includes current prevailing search terms currently driving traffic to our 
website.

* Abide by the 80/20 rule when appropriate.

* Work to incorporate ongoing social media efforts into website 
strategy. 

* Continue the successful annual Tourism Tech Symposium for 
partners.  

* Stay on top of social media best practices by completing 
ongoing social media training, and regularly reevaluate social 
media strategy accordingly.

*      Embrace “integrated marketing” by matching social media    
look and feel as well as messaging to current advertising 

campaigns where appropriate and possible.
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* Regularly optimize social media channels’ SEO.

* Increase brand awareness and engagement.

* Optimize social media channel’s mobile-friendly layout and any  
mobile features.

* Update both the marketing content calendar and social media 
content calendar regularly.

* Create a consistent look and feel across all social media channels by 
incorporating marketing campaign “epic photos” as cover photos, 
backgrounds, etc. on an ongoing basis.

* Create engaging content specific to each social media channel based 
on monthly themes outlined in marketing content calendar.

*Provide a social connections "cheat sheet” outlining relevant social 
channels, handles and hashtags to winners, FAM groups and media in 
order to encourage engagement while in The Territory. Incentives and 
social games may be employed when resources allow and where 
appropriate.

*Promote #OMHT hashtag in marketing efforts, and evaluate 
engagement through Simply Measured hashtag tracking.

* Measure key metrics through Simply Measured, Google Analytics and 
social channel built-in analytics.

*        Work with local influencers and content creators in our 
communities  to serve as “brand ambassadors” to create social 

media and blog content. 

* Drive traffic to the website, including the blog, as well as 
encourage newsletter sign ups.

* Include partner DMO hashtags where appropriate to 
encourage cross-posting. 

* Promote Mt. Hood Territory social accounts across channels, 
including newsletters, the website, print materials and ads when 
appropriate.

* Divide growing social media work load by earned, owned and 
paid. Marketing manager and agency to develop and execute 

social media paid strategy with input from Social Media staff to 
ensure consistency. Social Media staff to manage earned and 
owned social media. Hire a specialist-level position to assist in 
field-work type of content, such as Snapchat and Instagram 
Stories.

* Regularly evaluate social media team’s workload and 
redistribute workload amongst staff and expand staffing 

support when appropriate.

*Ensure staff is aware of county’s social media policies and abides 
by them.
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Our blog is the best channel for disseminating long-form information. With the pending implementation of the new, content-
driven website, the blog will now essentially spread throughout the entire website, with content appearing on relevant pages.
Because continual content development is crucial to the success of the new website, “blogging” activity as content storytelling is 
more important than ever and will require considerable more staff bandwidth.

Objectives

* Promote Mt. Hood Territory marketing campaigns and key 
messages as outlined in the master plan and fiscal priorities, as 
well as Travel Oregon co-op opportunities and regional 
opportunities.

* House/showcase Mt. Hood Territory monthly newsletter stories.

* Highlight "What's New" in Mt. Hood Territory.

*        Create monthly content for community pages on content-
driven website. 

* Help local partners and other Mt. Hood Territory departments 
promote their events, new offerings and initiatives.

* Promote Mt. Hood Territory videos.

* Encourage comments and engagement.

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.
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Action Items

*Create at least one new blog post per week. 

* Manage story ideas in social media content calendar.

* Showcase monthly consumer newsletter stories.

* Include content from external influencers, community 
experts and businesses when possible and appropriate. 

* Create compelling "What's New" stories and angles targeting 
both consumers and media. Feature partner press release 
content when appropriate.

* Recruit internal staff guest bloggers when appropriate, i.e. 
when specific staff members have a unique point of view or in-
depth knowledge of an attraction, event or niche interest.

* Create and showcase original, complimentary content to 
Travel Oregon co-op opportunities (ex: tying in Mt. Hood 
Territory's 7 WONDERful Trails to Oregon's 7 Wonders).

* Include any Mt. Hood Territory videos applicable to each story.

* Promote each blog post across social channels. 

*Direct blog comments to social channels to increase engagement 
and reach and reduce chance of SPAM on blog. 

*Have comments come from Facebook to eliminate SPAM and 
increase social media visibility of posts

*Highlight the most popular FAQ’s and answer them on our blog. 

Key Metrics
Utilize Google Analytics to determine:

*Visitation
*Length of stay
*Click-throughs
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Facebook is the largest of Mt. Hood Territory's social media channels with the greatest following and most reach. The most 
effective Facebook post will have very little text combined with compelling imagery aimed to inspire travel. It also allows for the 
most specific targeting of any advertising platform currently available. 

Objectives

* Build brand awareness and engagement; incorporate marketing campaign 
messaging where appropriate.

* Inspire people to travel to The Territory.

* Provide inspirational (primarily photographic) content for brand 
evangelists to share.

* Drive traffic to website.

* Integrate ad campaigns, partner co-op promotions and key messages as 
outlined in the master plan and annual priorities.

* Help local partners and other Mt. Hood Territory departments promote 
their events, new offerings and initiatives via Facebook Live videos.

* Find "epic" photos with permission to share over social channels.

*       Include Messenger icon when appropriate to encourage customer 
engagement with the page for inquiries. 

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.
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Action Items

* Stay on top of Facebook best practices and monitor Simply 
Measured and Facebook Insights to determine post frequency, 
time of day, photo dimensions and types of content.

*        Host weekly Facebook Live videos as a way to promote 
partner sites, events and promotions and diversify content 

offerings.

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and creative 
ways to incorporate Facebook into Mt. Hood Territory’s overall 
marketing and PR strategies.

* Follow marketing content calendar to ensure Facebook 
regularly highlights the marketing department's overarching 
themes.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to ensure 
all calendared posts are scheduled.

* Interact with all Mt. Hood Territory Facebook posts, outside 
posts to The Territory's Timeline and private messages within 24 
hours.

* Marketing agency to set up and manage Facebook ads with 
input from staff on content. 

*In-house staff to engage with Facebook ad comments.

* Post content related to current Facebook ads in order to 
complement them.

* Engage with influencers, including photographers for purposes 
of getting photo permissions to share over social sites with 
credit.

* Include shortened URLs to relevant content when applicable.

*        Tag partnering Timelines when necessary and beneficial. 

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels with 
either direct calls to action or posting photos from other channels 
and including channel info in photo credit.

* Add top competitor Facebook Pages to Insights and monitor for 
social media content inspiration and strategy evaluation.

* In-house staff boost posts based upon performance, and 
to   increase traction of posts linking back to   

MtHoodTerritory.com 

Key Metrics

* Page likes
* Total Reach
* Total Engagement
* Impressions
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Twitter continues to be the best medium for quick, concise messaging showcasing events, links to interesting content and 
noteworthy bits of information easily stated in <140 characters. The real-time, ephemeral nature of Twitter makes it of 
particular relevance to the in-town visitor audience.

Objectives

* Build brand awareness and engagement; incorporate 
current marketing campaign elements where possible and 
appropriate.

* Drive traffic to website and partner accounts when 
appropriate.

* Encourage newsletter sign ups.

* Integrate ad campaigns, partner co-op promotions and key 
messages as outlined in the master plan and annual 
priorities.

* Share a mix of relevant links, videos, photos, events, deals 
and engaging content.

* Help local partners and other Mt. Hood Territory 
departments promote their events, new offerings and 
initiatives.

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.

* Segment influencers and create lists.

* Encourage use of #OMHT hashtag.
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Action Items

* Stay on top of Twitter best practices and monitor Simply 
Measured to determine tweet frequency, time of day, photo 
dimensions, types of content, etc.

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and 
creative ways to incorporate Twitter into Mt. Hood 
Territory’s overall marketing and PR strategies.

* Follow marketing content calendar to ensure Twitter 
regularly highlights the marketing department's overarching 
themes.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to 
ensure all calendared posts are scheduled.

* Provide shortened URLs to relevant content when 
applicable.

* Include compelling, optimized photography whenever 
possible in tweets. (Tweets with photos receive 388% more 
engagement.)

* Tweet images of MVIC at events and encourage followers in that 
region to follow Mt. Hood Territory.

* Monitor #OMHT hashtag and interact with tweets using tag.

* Encourage contest winners, FAM trip groups and media to document 
their time in The Territory using the #OMHT hashtag and @inmthood
handle.
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* Monitor “follow” list members and continue to add local influential 
accounts to list for content to retweet and interact.

* Continue to monitor relevant hashtags to find content and 
accounts to follow.

* Seek out, listen and respond to relevant conversations.

* Identify and engage with events in The Territory that have robust 
event hashtag engagement (ex: Pickathon event hashtag during 
Pickathon, Hood to Coast to encourage pre-race lingering, etc.)

* Respond directly to visitors' tourism-related questions about the 
area within 12 hours.

* Engage with any account activity within 12 hours.

* Retweet partners' tweets.

Key Metrics

* # of Followers
* Total Reach
* Total Engagement
* Impressions
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Instagram continues to be the fastest-growing social media account for Mt. Hood Territory. It is a great channel to showcase the scenic 
beauty that makes up the region through visitors' Instagram photos tagged #OMHT. There is a small window to tell the story of each 
image, but the best posts have concise text explaining the setting of the photo.

Objectives

*Find epic photos of Mt. Hood Territory to share with our 
followers.

*Build brand awareness and loyalty; incorporate current 
marketing campaign.

*Provide inspirational content for brand evangelists to share.

* Inspire people to want to come to The Territory.

* Create brand ambassadors.

* Integrate ad campaigns, partner co-op promotions and key 
messages as outlined in the master plan and annual priorities.

* Encourage use of #OMHT hashtag.

*Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.

*Help local partners and other Mt. Hood Territory departments 
promote their events, new offerings and initiatives.
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Action Items

* Stay on top of Instagram best practices and monitor Simply 
Measured to determine post frequency, time of day, best 
hashtags, etc.

*       Utilize Instagram’s new “Stories” feature to highlight partner 
attractions and events when appropriate. 

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and creative 
ways to incorporate Instagram into Mt. Hood Territory’s overall 
marketing and PR strategies.

* Follow marketing content calendar to ensure Instagram
regularly highlights the marketing department's overarching 
themes.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to ensure 
all calendared posts are scheduled.

* Encourage Instagrammers to share their photos using the 
#OMHT hashtag.

*        Provide input for paid Instagram content generated by ad 
agency as part of marketing campaigns. 

* Continue to post captivating images depicting Mt. Hood 
Territory scenery and attractions taken by followers and staff.

        

* Monitor relevant hashtags, and interact with users posting content 
from Mt. Hood Territory and nearby areas.

* Encourage contest winners, FAM trip groups, Instagram influencers 
and media to document their time in The Territory with Instagram 
photos using the #OMHT hashtag. When applicable, incentivize with 
Instagram contests and prizes.

* Incorporate relevant hashtags into each post, and tap into popular 
hashtags creatively when appropriate (ex: #tbt for heritage shots, 
#waterfallwednesday, etc).

* When possible and applicable, create Instagram videos using 
existing Mt. Hood Territory footage or original video content 
specifically shot for Instagram videos.

*       In-house staff boost Instagram posts when appropriate. 

*        Tie into Instameets through sponsorship, providing prizes to    
incentivize #omht usage or have staff attend them when 

appropriate. 

Key Metrics
* # of Followers
* Total Engagement
* Total Reach
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Pinterest provides a great opportunity to encourage visitation to Mt. Hood Territory by combining compelling imagery with brief 
descriptions and links. Pinterest is a place for people to plan and dream. It has become known as a place to plan trips, bucket lists, etc. 
Users are predominantly female, and the majority of travel decisions are made by the mother/wife of the household, making this 
channel particularly positioned to help influence decision makers.

Objectives

* Build brand awareness and engagement; incorporate current 
marketing campaign messaging when appropriate.

* Entice people to plan a trip to The Territory.

* Support PR pitches when applicable.

* Drive traffic to website. 

* Create strong social channel SEO.

* Integrate ad campaigns, partner co-op promotions and key 
messages as outlined in the master plan and annual priorities.

* Share a mix of relevant imagery—both brand-related and fun.

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.

* "Self promote" Oregon's Mt. Hood Territory.
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Action Items

* Stay on top of Pinterest best practices to determine pin 
frequency, time of day, popular pinning categories, etc.

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and creative 
ways to incorporate Pinterest into Mt. Hood Territory’s overall 
marketing and PR strategies.

* Follow marketing content calendar to ensure Pinterest regularly 
highlights the marketing department's overarching themes.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to ensure 
all calendared pins are scheduled.

* Post optimized photos (vertically oriented) of attractive Mt. 
Hood Territory scenery and attractions.

* Engage with any account activity within 24 hours.

* Create boards showcasing various aspects of Mt. Hood 
Territory's three pillars and three regions.

* Employ marketing agency to set up and manage any paid 
Pinterest content. In-house staff will support paid content as 
needed and appropriate.
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* Regularly update "Blog" pin board with photos and link to Mt. 
Hood Territory's blog.

* Continually seek out best group boards, as well as Pinterest
influencers willing to add Mt. Hood Territory to their boards. Join 
and regularly pin to boards to maximize reach.

* Follow other businesses, influencers, customers, and partners, and 
engage by repinning relevant pins.

* Continually review and edit copy for Pinterest boards and pins to 
optimize SEO.

* Create pin boards that complement specific PR pitches. Include link 
to pin board in PR pitch. Depending on situation, secret pin boards 
may need to be employed.

Key Metrics

* # of Followers
* # number of “repins”

* Regularly pin Mt. Hood Territory coverage to "In the 
News" pin board.

* Create specific marketing campaign or co-op partner 
boards when applicable (ex: "7 WONDERful Trails" pin 
board).

* Work with webmaster to optimize The Territory's 
website for Pinterest, including obtaining photos and 
uploading them to pages for businesses, attractions, 
etc. that are missing visual content.
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Google+ is the most recent channel incorporated into the Mt. Hood Territory marketing strategy. Stategies for this channel are based 
more on the boost in SEO granted by regular content rather than traditional social media metrics of engagement and reach.

Objectives

*         Post content utilizing relevant search terms to increase 
organic rankings in Google’s search criteria. 

* Share a mix of relevant links, photos, blog posts, and engaging 
content.

* Integrate ad campaigns, partner co-op promotions and key 
messages as outlined in the master plan and annual priorities.

* Drive traffic to website. 

* Create strong social channel SEO.

* Cross-promote other Mt. Hood Territory social channels.

* "Self promote" Oregon's Mt. Hood Territory.

* Encourage use of #OMHT hashtag.
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Action Items

* Stay on top of Google+ best practices to determine post 
frequency, time of day, most engaging content types, best 
hashtags, etc.

*         Utilize “Collections” feature of Google+ to take 
advantage of Google’s use of this content on other 

platforms (gmail, Google etc. 

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and 
creative ways to incorporate Google+ into Mt. Hood Territory’s 
overall marketing and PR strategies.

* Follow marketing content calendar to ensure Google+ 
regularly highlights the marketing department's overarching 
themes.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to 
ensure all calendared posts are scheduled.

* Engage with any account activity within 24 hours.

* Share successful photos from other Mt. Hood Territory social 
media channels, crediting photographers.

* Post links to Mt. Hood Territory blogs with creative leads and 
relevant, attractive photography.

* Include #OMHT and other relevant and popular hashtags to help 
maximize reach.

* Promote YouTube videos.

* Identify relevant circles to join and monitor for content and new 
followers.

* Join and engage with topical communities, including niche 
interest and initiatives as outlined in the Mt. Hood Territory 
master plan and annual priorities.

* Engage in conversations in relevant circles and on related posts.

* Create and post relevant video content and animated GIFs.
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* Include links to topical Mt. Hood Territory website pages.

* Monitor relevant hashtags to find content and users for 
reciprocal following.

* Create influencer circles by category and engage with 
those circles. Plus mention influencers when possible.

Key Metrics
* Google+ circle adds/follows
* Google+ mentions
* Google +1
* Referring traffic
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Videos offer the chance to show new and compelling content in an easily consumed medium. In addition to being viewable on 
YouTube, videos hosted on our channel may also be easily shared across other social networks, most easily on Google+ which is
linked to YouTube. The videos can also be embedded in blog posts of relevant content. 

Objectives

*Increase brand awareness and engagement; incorporate current 
marketing campaign messaging.

*Viral sharing.

*Post brand campaign videos.

*Create a video series to share; leverage existing video .

Action Items

* Stay on top of social video best practices to determine content 
topics, best length, videography techniques, etc.

*         Repost Facebook Live videos on to YouTube after editing 
them to include necessary graphics, music etc. 

* Continually explore, evaluate and implement new and creative 
ways to incorporate video into Mt. Hood Territory’s overall 
marketing and PR strategies.

* Maintain and monitor social media content calendar to ensure 
all calendared videos are created and scheduled on time.

* Employ marketing agency to set up and manage any paid 
YouTube content. In-house staff will support paid content as 
needed and appropriate.

* Post videos to YouTube disseminate to Mt. Hood Territory’s 
video channels, including brand campaign videos created by 
marketing agency.

* Engage with any video comments within 24 hours.

* Cross promote videos through other social media channels.

*       Leverage 360 degree video opportunities and post 
through YouTube and Facebook when possible and 

appropriate. Continue to monitor mobile compatibility and 
adopt mobile content when appropriate. 

Key Metrics

*Views
*Shares
*Pages ranking on key terms from   

YouTube
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Snapchat is the “new kid on the block” in terms of social media networks and potentially a very beneficial one to adopt into our
strategy. It has quickly become the fast growing channel, and the one more established channels are emulating as they try to 
remain on top. Recent changes by Snapchat to be more like some of the venerable favorites have made it easier to adopt it into 
our daily strategy.  

Objectives

* Increase brand awareness and engagement; incorporate current 
marketing campaign messaging 

* Increase number of millennial followers.

* More flexibility of content, leverage continued use of Bigfoot.

Action Items

* Share daily photos sourced from other social channels.

* Post content including photos and videos from partner locations, 
events and attractions when possible to promote things to do in 
Mt. Hood Territory.

*Purchase and create geo-filters at event attended by the MVIC and 
at Mt. Hood Territory sponsored events within The Territory to help 
attract new followers to the channel. 

Key Metrics

*Followers
*Views
*Messages
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